
LIBRARY MEETING 01/09/15 

 

1.  Tumble books – database is very expensive.  discussion about use. 

a. should we invest in e-books instead of tumble books? 

b. multiple users can use e-books IF you purchase the proper licensing 

c. Mackin is pulling a list of suggested e-books for our purchase 

d. Librarians asked about Reading A-Z and enchanted learning 

e. DECISION:  we will not purchase tumble books and we will use the $$ for e-books 

2. 1:1 grant is still in process. 

a. need every teacher in building to opt in 

b. Still in process 

3. Airwatch – pushing aps across the wireless network 

a. still in process 

b. Kate T. and Aran W. have successfully used airwatch 

4. E-books 

a. Librarians will help to choose the e-books 

b. May be able to access other school’s e-books 

5. Library questions: 

a. printer cartridges for printers in the library? 

i. If it is used by the building, it is the building responsibility 

ii. There is a contract with the copiers so that the toner is free 

iii. Every computer should be connected to a copier and a printer 

iv. Copiers – you can have the copier hold the print job 

v. Toshiba is willing to train users to use the copier 

6. Saturday Academy 

a. Bellvue needs smartboard training (1/31/15 from  9-3) 

b. 4 people volunteered 

c. Saturday worktime (1/10/15 from 9 to noon) 

d. 13 hours PD – focus on IFC, screencasts, other librarians, lessons to go with ss 

curriculum 

e. curriculum is urgent 

7. Inventory 

a. need the library to really be closed 

b. need 3-4 days to do inventory 

c. elementary schools need a sub to cover their time 

d. IF you need help finding time to do inventory, contact Manami 

8. Barbara Stripling and the IFC 

a. History – In NYC noticed there was not a consistent approach and many LMS were not 

teaching skills.  Developed IFC over number of years 

b. First – defined standards – wanted vision that focused on students 



c. vision is that we will help students become independent learners which shifts from 

libray skills to learning skills 

d. based on inquiry model 

e. moving away from scattered skills – there is a process of learning to require students to 

think 

i. knowing where they are in the process and skills they need is vital 

f. chunked by grades – 

g. looked at standards (bunches of them) 

h. wanted to see the continuum 

i. this will lead to expectation that they have been taught the skills 

i. DOE  

i. IFC was overwhelming – too much 

ii. so identified benchmark skills 

j. section II has exit benchmark skills 

k. Section III has grade by grade 

l. Can show teachers what skills you need to teach 

m. Made priority skills by grade level (Section IV) 

i. you can copy and share with teachers 

ii. you can go online and print as a brochure 

iii. If focus on this section, these are the priority skills needed to be successful in 

school 

n. Accountability 

i. usually judge by final project 

ii. but need to assess during the project 

iii. Section V – assessments for each priority skills 

1. Meant to be used and adapted 

2. Magical to classroom teachers (in NYC) 

3. So share with teachers 

4. Need to see if they can do the skill 

5. Collect evidence of student learning 

6. Graphic organizers can be adapted for different grade levels 

o. Section VI – REACTS taxonomy 

i. is there a creative way to present your topic that requires thinking but isn’t just 

a report? 

ii. are there product ideas that cannot be copied? 

1. so copyright not an issue 

2. example – Oprah interviews Benjamin Franklin 

3. Authentic projects 

iii. Products arranged in a taxonomy 

iv. IN NYC created a file box with color coding 

1. discussed level of thinking 

2. pull out the cards and start playing card 



3. generated lots of ideas 

v. The skills in the common core (Thinking skills) are what we teach! 

vi. So Section VII is the IFC/common core alignment 

1. The IFC skills on the right may be repetitious because the same skill may 

apply to the common core 

2. the common core standards will have many skills in one standard 

3. some items in bold – bold items have assessments in the assessment 

section 

vii. Be aware of priority skills.  If not ready, drop down and teach the lower levels.  

Do not try to teach everything! 

viii. Figure out what can be embedded into the project, YOU develop the matrix to 

ensure that the students have been taught all of the skills 

ix. We need to be comfortable with it.  We need to have quick guides, so you can 

quickly navigate the conversation and the skills. 

x. Do NOT think that we are just going to keep doing business as usual.  Every 

student needs an opportunity to think.  If we are just asking them to copy stuff, 

they are not thinking. 

xi. Is there a site to get a word doc? 

xii. Digital citizenship 

1. Librarians should be teaching digital citizenship 

2. that is on the flash drive 

3. MANAMI – can you get us flash drives 

p. NEW GOAL 

i. design lessons for every priority skill for every grade level 

ii. lessons should be connected to the ss curriculum and should include IFC 

assessments 

iii. Design a research project for every grade eve aligned to the social studies 

curriculum 

q. LESSON Planning 

i. lesson plan that goes through phases 

ii. 4 main parts: 

1. direct instruction 

2. guided practice work with students (whole group) 

3. independent practice – give assessment/worksheet (you facilitate) 

4. coming back together and sharing – debrief/reflect on learning 

5. short classes, fixed schedule, may not fit all 4 in class, but important 

process 

6. can change up to direct instruction and guided practice.  next class 

review and then independent practice. 

iii. Tend to TELL people to do a skill NOT TEACH the skill 

1. Need to TEACH the skill (step by step) 



2. Decide what is the underlying process that we need to teach during the 

direct instruction 

3. need to define the steps 

a. How to summarize 

i. topic sentence (main idea) 

ii. key ideas 

iii. do you care about this?  what is interesting to you?  

what would you want to know? 

iv. paraphrase each paragraph to give the gist 

4. Model Lesson (it is hard work) 

5. sample lesson plan is in moodle 

6. the template for lesson planning is in the moodle 

7. Lesson plan – top portion is self-explanatory 

8. brief overview – chose the skills – fact and opinion and how to build an 

answer from facts 

9. learning outcomes 

10. accommodations – list the accommodations that you will use 

11. direct instruction  (CONNECT) 

a. focus lesson 

b. break down task – define the words 

c. use examples 

d. then work on defining facts and opinion 

e. then identify step by step to determine fact vs. opinion 

12. Guided practice 

a. show photo – ask what are the facts from this photo?  is it true?  

rather than what you think or feel about it  

b. using facts to answer the question 

i. how does where I live impact me? 

c. If answering a research question, need to use facts and build 

evidence from facts 

d. Work through the sequence of finding facts and what are the 3 

most important to show impact of living in Syracuse and how 

that affects you 

13. Independent practice (in groups) 

a. use the graphic organizer 

b. use new photos 

c. identify facts, draw conclusion 

14. Sharing/debriefing 

a. come back together 

15. IMPORTANT THAT YOU TEACH HOW TO DO THE SKILL (step by step) 

16. Also important that you list the questions to ensure that you have 

higher level questions 



17. Barbara Stripling demonstrated the 4 parts of teaching a lesson.  (she 

did this using direct instruction and guided instruction) 

i. Manami instructed us into independent learning 

iv. Process of lesson planning 

1. Choose the content area of the unit that you want to tie your skills to.  

You need to pick the context, skills without context are not as 

meaningful. 

2. Need to set high expectations 

a. don’t need to use the same essential questions as used in the 

curriculum 

b. Where are we teaching multiple perspectives? 

c. Tendency is to identify standard, but standards have multiple 

skills in them and cannot teach them all in a single lesson.  Need 

to pick the one that you are going to teach. 

d. Tendency to teach content –but we want to teach is the skill 

that is transferrable to other content. 

v. created and shared common craft videos on teaching IFC skills 

vi. Reflect on how you can use common craft video in your teaching 

vii. Want a video for every skill – will continue to work on 

viii. Important to remember to teach a skill and not content 

ix.  


